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Monika Caha Selection Tour – Discover the Austrian Wine Country 
 
Taste the excellent Austrian wines at the origin! In the “Monika Caha 
Selection tour” you discover the diversity of the Austrian wine culture at 
the origin.  Meet the famous wine makers like Stadlmann, Neumeister and 
more and enjoy tours and tastings in the boutique wine estates.  A perfect 
combination of Wine and Cultural experience! 
 
Top Austrian Wine Makers 
 
In this wine tour you enjoy an interesting overview of the diversity in the Austrian 
Wine culture. Starting in Styria, in the romantic land of the rolling hills, you taste 
typical  Styrian white wines from Sauvignon Blanc to Schilcher and Schilcher 
Sparkling wine. Touring through the Burgenland, Austrians most eastern area, you 
taste the full bodied red wines, from Blaufränkisch to Zweigelt. And you end up with 
Austrian Specialties like Zierfandler and Rotgipfler, which ripen only in the 
microclimate of Gumpoldskirchen, south of Vienna. More: www.mcselections.com. 

 
Culture and Culinary Experiences 
 
Enjoy the atmosphere and culture of Vienna! There is also enough time to see the 
cultural highlights of Vienna, the historical buildings, the cosy coffee houses or the 
“Naschmarkt”, the belly of Vienna. Lunch and Dinner in excellent restaurants allow a 
culinary experience of the typical Viennese cuisine.  
 
 Itinerary  
 
Day 1:  Individual arrival in Vienna, transfer to Styria. Lunch in a typical restaurant 
in the region. Visit and tour through the famous Austrian chocolate manufactury, 
Zotter. Tour through the winery “Neumeister”. Dinner at “Der Steirawirt”, a typical 
styrian restaurant, and accommodation in the Neumeister “Schlafgut”, a cosy hotel 
in the hilly landscape.   
 Day 2:  Individual transfer and guided city tour through Graz, Europe´s cultural 
capital in 2003. Lunch at “Der Streirer”, a typical restaurant in the region. Transfer 
to winery “Stohmeier” tasting the styrian specialty “Schilcher”. Transfer to 
Neumeister, Dinner at “Wirtshaus Saziani”, accommodation at “Neumeister 
Schlafgut”.  
Day 3:  After breakfast transfer to Burgenland. Tour and tasting in winery 
“Weninger”, experiencing the excellent red wines! Lunch at “Zur Traube”, a typical 
restaurant in the region. After lunch transfer to Vienna to the Hotel “Le Meridien”, a 
5* Hotel downtown Vienna, located directly at the “Ringstrasse”, the Boulevard of 
Vienna. Dinner and accommodation in the hotel.   
Day 4: A day to enjoy the culture. After breakfast guided city tour trough Vienna 
(appr. 3 hrs. bus tour) In the afternoon guided walk through the “Naschmarkt”, the 
famous market and the belly of Vienna. Gourmet-Dinner in the Restaurant  “Zum 
Schwarzen Kameel”.   
 Day 5:  Enjoy the morning with a walk through the shopping areas or in one of the 
coffee houses in Vienna. In the afternoon transfer to Thermenregion to visit the 
“Stadlmann” winery and taste the specialties from the region south of Vienna, the 
Zierfandler and Rotgipfler. Later you visit “Nittnaus” to taste the excellent red wines 
from Seewinkel like the “Pannobile”. Dinner in a typical restaurant in the region, 
transfer to the Hotel.  
Day 6: Transfer to the airport. Departure. 
  
Included: 6 days/5 nights, breakfast, private and expert guided tours and tastings in 
five wine estates, 3x lunch, 5x dinner, private city tours as indicated.  
Not included: drinks with the meals, airfare, tip and personal expenses.  
The tour is operated with min. 8, max. 12 persons (booking until May 20, 2009). 
Date: June 29 to July 4, 2009. Price: € 1770,00 per pax, double occupancy. 
 
The Vintra™Special “Monika Caha Selection tour” is operated by Welcome-Touristic 
Vienna.  

 

http://www.mcselections.com/

